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My  go-‐to  silver  tarnish  remover  
(easy,  non-‐toxic,  and  DIY)  

It’s  kitchen  chemistry  /me!  (Don’t worry, it’s easy!)
You only need two ingredients from your kitchen, and aluminum foil.

• Line a glass or ceramic bowl with aluminum foil. (Don't use an aluminum pot - it 
could leave holes in your pot!)

• Lay out the jewelry on the foil, with as much of the tarnished areas touching the foil 
as possible.

• Heat water to boiling (enough to cover all the jewelry) in a container about twice as 
large - for example, 1 c. water in a 2 c. measuring cup.

• Add roughly 2 Tablespoons baking soda and a 1/2 teaspoon salt per cup of water 
(measurements don't have to be exact) to the boiling water.  Stir it until everything is 
dissolved - it will fizz up like crazy.

• Pour over the jewelry - you may need to spread the jewelry out again.  I find that 
pressing more foil lightly on top of the jewelry makes this even more effective.  You 
want the tarnished silver touching the foil as much as possible, but still have space 
for the water.

• Leave for a few minutes, or longer depending on how tarnished the pieces are - I 
sometimes leave mine overnight.

• Pour out the water and rinse jewelry in clean water until it no longer feels slippery - 
be sure to plug the sink or do this over a bowl!  It's a real pain to have an earring go 
down the drain.

• Dry with a soft cloth or towel - the silver will be much brighter!  If it isn't completely 
de-tarnished, you can repeat the process multiple times.

In  case  you're  interested  in  the  chemistry  part...    
Silver tarnish is actually silver that has combined with sulfur to make silver sulfide, 
which is black.  However, sulfur can also combine with aluminum, and actually 
"prefers" aluminum over silver.  So, what we're doing is creating the best environment 
for the sulfur to move over to the aluminum, leaving the silver behind in its original 
state.  This method turns the tarnish back into silver, rather than removing the silver. 

The awesome thing about this method is that it is actually converting the tarnish back 
into silver, rather than rubbing it off. When you polish silver by rubbing the tarnish off, 
over time the details get rubbed off too - or, if it's silver plated rather than solid silver, 
you can even rub through to the metal underneath! 


